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Carrier transfer in InAs/GaAs asymmetric quantum dot pairs has been studied by means of continuous-wave
and time-resolved photoluminescence in a bilayer InAs/GaAs quantum dots system. The dependence of the
tunneling time on the thickness of the separation layer is determined and the tunneling time is found to span the
range from 250 to 2500 ps. A microscopic model of carrier transfer, including nonresonant electron tunneling
from a direct into a cross exciton state, with subsequent generation of two direct excitons in adjacent quantum
dot layers, is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many proposed electronic or optoelectronic applications
of quantum dotssQDsd require uniformity in performance
and consequently in both QD size and shape.1 One promising
approach pursued to achieve the required homogeneity is the
growth of multiple layers of QDs.2 In this approach, layers of
three-dimensionals3Dd islands are each separated by a layer
of a material that acts as both a barrier and a spacer layer.
Control over the spacer layer thickness has been shown to
influence the degree of strain transmitted from the first QD
layer into the subsequent separation layer, so that nucleation
of the second QD layer is vertically ordered above the first.
In fact, a significant degree of both vertical and lateral order-
ing has been achieved when multilayers of QDs are prepared
in this way.2,3

Given some early success with this approach it has be-
come interesting to investigate the behavior of organized ar-
rays of QDs. Developing an understanding of such structures
is not necessarily easy, however, since each dot layer must be
close enough to influence another one, making tunneling be-
tween dots more complicated. In order to explore the behav-
ior of 3D arrays, some recent investigations have focused on
the simpler structure consisting of only two QD layers sepa-
rated by one spacer layer.4–11 For example, a recent paper12

has reported on an investigation of bilayers of InAs QDs
with GaAs as the barrier, giving photoluminescencesPLd up
to <1.4 mm at room temperature for a second layer with a
reasonable density of 231010 cm−2 and a remarkably narrow
PL linewidth of as low as 14 meV.

For a bilayer QD structure, the two layers can either be
grown identically or under different conditions. Using differ-
ent InAs deposition values, growth temperature, or annealing
time for each QD layer, a vertically stacked pair of unequal
sized QDs can be realized. Such a system has been called an
“asymmetric QD pair”sAQDPd in analogy to the extensive
work on asymmetric double quantum-wellsADQWd
systems.4 Not only can studies on the AQDP lead to a better

understanding of multilayered QD structures and hence more
control over uniformity of size and shape, but they may also
prove to be useful for applications. For example, AQDPs
sharing a single electron in each pair have attracted great
interest in connection with the realization of quantum bits
and quantum computation.1

Of course a good understanding of the bilayer AQDP re-
quires exploration of many phenomena. One important char-
acteristic of such a system is the tunneling time of carriers
between pair dots, which can be investigated by either
continuous-wavescwd or transient PL. While both ap-
proaches can give valuable insight, transient studies provide
clues on the inner dynamics and give accurate values for the
tunneling times of electrons and holes. In this paper, we re-
port on detailed cw PL as well as time-resolved PL studies
on carrier tunneling transfer among vertically aligned
double-stacked InAs/GaAs QD layers.

II. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION

The AQDP samples explored here were grown using a
solid-source molecular beam epitaxy chamber coupled to an
ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopesSTMd.
The structures consist of two InAs layers. Each sample was
grown on a GaAss001d substrate, with a 0.5mm GaAs
buffer layer and 10 min annealing at 580 °C to provide a
nearly defect-free atomically flat surface. The seed QD layer
is then grown by depositing 1.8 monolayerssML d of InAs
under an As4 partial pressure of 8310−6 Torr at a substrate
temperature of 500 °C. This is followed with either 30, 40,
50, or 60 ML of GaAs spacersdspd deposited on top of the
seed QD layer. The second QD layer is then added through
deposition of 2.4 ML InAs. Each sample for optical studies
was finally capped with a 150 ML GaAs layer. The growth
rates of InAs and GaAs for all layers were 0.1 and 1.0 ML/s,
respectively.

The samples were structurally characterized by plan-view
STM and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
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sXTEMd. The STM statistical analysis indicates a size distri-
bution for the QDs with s4.0±1.5d nm for the height,
s20±3d nm for the width, and a dot density of about
4.531010 cm−2 in the seed layer. The dot density in the sec-
ond layer is variable over the range from 2.531010 to 4.0
31010 cm−2 with increasing dsp. Meanwhile, the second
layer 3D islands are nearly twice in volume of the seed is-
landssfor dsp=30 MLd due to additional deposition, as well
as the influence of the strain field from the seed layer.4,10

The resulting growth was a vertically correlated
bilayer QD structure with different sized dots in each
layer. However, the correlation is not complete, and a
part sad of the QDs of the seed layer, as well as the part of
the QDs of the second layer is still uncoupled. XTEM statis-
tical analysis was used to determine the dependence of
the AQDP fractionfthe correlation degrees1−adg of the
total QDs density of the seed layer on thedsp value to be
1−a=0.95, 0.70, 0.50, and 0.10 fordsp=30, 40, 50, and 60
ML, respectively.

III. CW PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

The cw PL was studied by using the 514.5-nm line of an
Ar+ laser for GaAs excitation, spanning excitation densities
from 0.01 to 40 W/cm2. The samples were mounted in a
close-cycle cryostat, which allowed measurements in the
temperature range from 10 to 300 K. The PL signal was de-
tected with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge photodiode using
phase-sensitive detection techniques.

Figure 1 shows the cw PL spectra for AQDPs, with InAs
coverage of 1.8 and 2.4 MLs for the seed and second layers,
respectively, as a function of spacer thickness at a low exci-
tation densitysIexd of about 0.1 mW/cm2. As expected3,4 the
PL spectrum fordsp=30 ML shows a single, slightly asym-
metric Gaussian shaped peaksPsecd at 1.09 eV, which is the
emission energy expected from the large QDssLQDsd in the

second layer. In this case the tunneling timestTd from the
seed layer dots to the second layer is apparently so fast com-
pared to the radiative lifetime of the small QDssSQDsd stR1d
stT is less thantR1d that very little PL from the seed layer is
observed. With increasingdsp, however, an additional PL
peak becomes evident on the high-energy side at 1.27 eV,
resulting in a clear double peak structure for the 50 and 60
ML spacer samples. This high-energy peaksPseedd coincides
with the QD PL peak observed for single-layer samples with
a 1.8 ML InAs deposition10 and is therefore attributed to the
emission from SQDs. The apparent increase in the PL yield
of the SQDs with increasing spacer thickness is also ex-
pected due to the decreasing electronic coupling and, conse-
quently, decreasing carrier transfer probability between
AQDPs.

Perhaps less expected is the fact that the cw PL spectra as
a function ofdsp reveal a significantly different PL behavior
between the SQD and LQD peaks as a function of the exci-
tation densityIex. Investigation of PL spectra in our samples
over a wide range of excitation densities covering four orders
of magnitude as well as thorough line-shape analysis con-
vince us that we are still below the intensity needed to excite
higher energy levels. Therefore contributions from excited
states of the LQDs are ignored in our cw PL experiments.
Figure 2sad plots normalized PL spectra, as a function ofIex,
for the sample withdsp=40 ML. The peak intensity ratio
ILQD/ ISQD, as a function ofIex fFig. 2sbdg, shows a weak
dependence onIex, for dsp=60 ML, when the seed and sec-

FIG. 1. sad Low excitation density cw PL spectra atT=10 K
for 1.8/2.4 ML AQDP samples with various spacer thickness.sbd
Schematic representation of processes contributing to carrier popu-
lations in SQD and LQD ensembles. Photoexcitation of carriers is
represented byG1 andG2, tunneling time for electrons istT, and
recombination lifetimes aretR1 and tR2 for SQDs and LQDs,
respectively.

FIG. 2. sad The normalized PL spectra of a sample with
dsp=40 ML for differentIex. sbd PL peak intensity ratioILQD/ ISQDof
the LQD and SQD PL spectra vs excitation level for various barrier
thicknesses. The fit with Eqs.s2d is shown by solid lines.
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ond QD layers are nearly decoupled, but a significant influ-
ence for adsp of 40 ML when the coupling is strong. For the
strong coupling case, at highIex, the filling of the energy
levels in the LQDs understandably reduces the carrier trans-
fer from the ground state of the SQDs thus increasing the
population of this state and decreasing the ratioILQD/ ISQD as
shown in Fig. 2sbd. Here again, a similar observation has
been reported for nonresonant electron and hole tunneling in
coupled InGaAs/ InP quantum wells.13,14 In that case, a
space-charge buildup, due to asymmetric electron and hole
tunneling, is assumed to lead to bending and shifting of the
energy levels of the wells resulting in changes in the distri-
bution of the population in the energy levels13 and hence the
PL ratio. However, in the case of the AQDPs studied here, a
similar space charge buildup explanation is not reasonable
due to the limited number of QDs and a large energetic
distance between the ground states of electron-hole transi-
tions sabout 120 meVd of the seed and second QD layers.
There is also no PL evidence for an energy level shift.
Rather, for AQDPs we attribute the decrease in carrier
transfer probability with elevatingIex to a decrease of avail-
able free ground states in the larger QDs in the second layer.
This is also consistent with the greater probability of level
filling for QDs.

Figure 1sbd presents a schematic energy level diagram for
the AQDP structures. We assume a simple three-level model
for this structure in order to uncover the behavior of the
tunneling timetT and radiative lifetimes of the SQDs and
LQDs, tR1 and tR2, respectively. Within this model the ob-
served decrease in carrier transfer probability can be under-
stood as state filling due to increasingIex. In addition, for the
samples withdspø50 ML, when tT becomes smaller than
tR1 and tR1øtR2,

15,16 carrier tunneling from a SQD to the
LQD, in steady state, is limited bytR2. This scenario can be
treated within a three-level modelfsee Fig. 1sbdg approxima-
tion, using the following rate equations:

dn1std
dt

= −
n1std
tR1

−
n1stdfN2 − n2stdg

N2tT
+ G1fN1 − n1stdg/N1,

dn2std
dt

= −
n2std
tR2

+
n1stdfN2 − n2stdg

N2tT
+ G2fN2 − n2stdg/N2.

s1d

Here n1std and n2std represent the carrier densities at
time t in the lowest energy levels of the SQDs and the
LQDs, respectively.N2 is the total number density of LQDs
that are coupled to an equal number of SQDsN1 in the
AQDPs. The factorn1stdfN2−n2stdg /N2 defines the fraction
of SQDs for which tunneling within AQDP takes place
since the corresponding LQDs are empty.G1 and G2 are
the carrier generation rates for the SQDs and the LQDs,
respectively. The set of equationss1d takes into account the
saturation of the carrier trap into the SQDs and LQDs states,
respectively.

Applying Eqs. s1d for the steady state case,dn1/dt=0,
dn2/dt=0, we get the solutions

n1
S= N1 − tR1s− B − ÎB2 − 4ACd/2A,

n2
S= N2 − tR2fg − dsN1 − n1

Sd/tR1g, s2d

with A=stR1tR2/N2tTdd, B=−1−G1tR1/N1−sg
+dN1/tR1dA/d, and C=gsN1tR2/N2tTd+N1/tR1, where
g=sN1/tR1+N2/tR2d / s1+G2tR2/N2d and d=s1
+G1tR1/N1d / s1+G2tR2/N2d.

Equation s2d describes saturation in the AQDPs system
resulting from the limitation of carrier transfer out of the
SQDs into the LQDs as the population of the LQDs ground
state becomes large. This effect becomes pronounced under a
substantial elevation of the excitation density. For example,
Fig. 3 gives then1

S andn2
S dependence on the excitation den-

sity for various rates of carrier transfers1/tTd within the
AQDP. The figure shows that the ration2

S/n1
S srelated to the

ratio ILQD/ ISQD for PL intensitiesd is also a function of the
excitation density.

For our excitation wavelength, we assume equal excita-
tion rates for both the SQDs and LQDs.4 In the range of low
excitation densitiesfFig. 3sadg, it can be seen that the states
of the LQDs populate substantially faster than states of the
SQDs in the AQDPs due to the additional flow of carriers
from the SQDs. When tunneling takes place the ration2

S/n1
S

tends to the limiting value oftR2stT+2tR1d / stR1tTd as
G1,G2→0 in the limit of extremely low excitation densities
fFig. 3sbdg. If the tunneling carrier transfer is negligible
stT→`d this ratio tends to the valuetR2/tR1, while in the
case of rapid carrier escape from the SQDs statesstT→0d

FIG. 3. Then1
S and n2

S dependences vs excitation densitysad,
and the ration1

S/n2
S sbd calculated from Eqs.s2d for different tunnel-

ing time tT and fixed relaxation times for SQDstR1=1.4 ns and
LQDs tR2=1.7 ns, respectively. The generation ratesG1 andG2 are
taken equal.
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the ration2
S/n1

S tends to the limit 2tR2/tT, which can be very
large. On the other hand, if the excitation densities are high
enoughsG1,G2→`d, the populationsn1

S andn2
S are saturated

for both the SQDs and the LQDs.

IV. TRANSIENT PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

Indeed, although the cw PL spectra as a function ofdsp
provides significant insight into tunneling from the SQD
layer to the LQD layer, they do not allow a direct determi-
nation of the tunneling time, which may be one of the rea-
sons for the large spread in reported values. For the determi-
nation of these important physical parameters, transient PL
measurements are of crucial importance. Figure 4sad gives
the time decay curves of SQDs and LQDs fordsp=30 ML
while Fig. 4sbd gives transient PL signals of the fundamental
exciton transition in the SQDs for differentdsp. Optical
excitation for the transient PL measurements was provided
by 80-fs pulses atl=732 nm from a mode-locked Ti:sap-
phire laser producing an optical pulse train at 82 MHz
and an excitation density that was varied between 109 and
231013 photons/spulse3cm2d. To avoid excited state emis-
sion complications to the PL transient spectra we insured
that our excitation density was always well below saturation
levels by restricting the PL emission to a range that
was linear with the excitation density. Experimentally this
range was between 109 and 531011 photons/spulse3cm2d
and is consistent with previous studies.16 Therefore for
the experiments discussed here we avoided excited state

emission by limiting the excitation density from
109 to 1011 photons/spulse3cm2d. Transient PL measure-
ments were taken using a monochromator and a synchroscan
streak camera equipped with an infrared enhanced S1
cathode with an overall time resolution of 15 ps. For all
samples investigated here, the PL transients were measured
at the position of the PL maximum for both the SQDs
and the LQDs. In addition, we chose a lowIex at
53109 photons/spulse3cm2d as a compromise between
what is needed to provide sufficiently high signal-to-noise
ratios and the low-excitation levels required to avoid excited-
state PL contributions. As shown in Fig. 4sbd, the transients
for SQDs of different samples cannot uniformly be fitted by
one-decay time that decreases with increasingdsp. In addi-
tion, the transient data for the LQDs indicate a very different
behavior in comparison with the SQD transient PL. The ob-
served delayed rise in the PL transients of the QDs are also
observed for single dot layers.17,18These delays are the result
of relaxation from the excited states to the ground state com-
bined with Pauli blocking17 or intralayer carrier transfer be-
tween the ground states of QDs in a dense QD array.18 How-
ever, in our case of low excitation densities and low QDs
density these mechanisms are unlikely and we relate the de-
layed rise of LQD PL to interdot carrier transfer due to tun-
neling from seed and second layers. This is evidenced by the
fact that the LQDs PL increases with approximately the same
time constant as the decrease of the SQD PL. Moreover, with
increasingdsp, and correspondingly increasingtT, this de-
layed maximum becomes much less pronounced and practi-
cally vanishes fordsp=60 ML. These experimental observa-
tions are in full agreement with the predictions of Eqs.s1d,
which can be modified for the case of ad-like excitation and
extremely low population of the QDs ground states
sn1!N1,n2!N2d. In order to apply Eqs.s1d we assume
that intralayer carrier capture into localized QD states is
significantly fasters,5 psd than the excitation rate.4 The in-
tralayer and intradot carrier relaxationstransferring the cap-
tured carriers in the ground QD statesd is also assumed faster
than the excitation transfer processes and radiative
recombination.4 In this case the radiative recombination and
the excitation transfer between localized QD states determine
the observed PL behavior. Tunneling originates in the ground
state of SQDs with the tunneling timetT. For a very thin
spacer layers,30 MLd the estimated interdot transfer time is
comparable with the time of intradot relaxation. In this case,
the calculatedtT value estimated gives only an upper limit.
However, under these approximations the rate equationss1d
transform into

dn1std
dt

= −
n1std
tR1

−
n1std

tT
,

dn2std
dt

= −
n2std
tR2

+
n1std

tT
. s3d

These equations can be immediately integrated under the ini-
tial conditions ofn1st=0d=n1s0d andn2st=0d=n2s0d, as pro-
vided by ad-like excitation att=0, to yield the expressions
of interest:

FIG. 4. sad Normalized PL transients for SQDs and LQDs for an
AQDP sample with a spacer thickness of 30 ML. The detection
energies are 1.25 and 1.094 eV for SQDs and LQDs, respectively.
sbd Normalized PL transients for SQD for AQDP samples with vari-
ous spacer thicknesses. The detection energy is at 1.25 eV. The
calculated dependences shown with solid lines where found from
the least-squares fit by Eqs.s4d ands5d with the correlation param-
eterss1−ad taken to be 0.95, 0.75, 0.55, and 0.10 for thedsp=30,
40, 50, and 60 ML, respectively.
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n1std = n1s0de−ts1/tR1+1/tTd

and

n2std = fn2s0d + Dn1s0dge−t/tR2 − Dn1s0de−ts1/tR1+1/tTd, s4d

whereD=tR1tR2/ ftR1tR2+tTstR2−tR1dg. The PL decay time
for the SQDstPL is therefore given bytPL=tR1tT/ stR1+tTd.
Meanwhile, the recombination lifetimetR1 of the SQDs can
be found experimentally since it can be taken equal to that
measuredtR1

ref from the reference single QD layer sample of
appropriate QDs density.

V. DISCUSSION

Up to now to describe the AQDPs kinetics and cw experi-
ments we have considered a fully correlated system where all
of the SQDs of seed layer form the AQDPs with the LQDs of
second layer. In practice there exist a certain fraction,a, of
the SQDs that are not coupled to any LQD in the second
layer. Likewise, there will be a certain fractionb of LQDs
that are not coupled to any SQD in the seed layer. Intuitively
it is clear thataùb in bilayer structures and the magnitude
of a andb must depend on thedsp thickness. Indeed, XTEM
statistical analysis gives the correlation factors1−ad of
,0.95, ,0.70, ,0.50, and,0.10 for dsp=30, 40, 50, and
60 ML, respectively. The carriers in noncorrelated QDs in
each layer are assumed to relax independently of the AQDPs
and each othersno lateral couplingd due to the low QDs
densities in the samples under investigation. Therefore in
what follows we add the PL contribution of the noncorrelated
QDs additively to the PL yield from AQDPs. Then one finds
for the SQDs:

n1
totalstd = n1

totals0dhae−t/tR1 + s1 − ade−ts1/tR1+1/tTdj, s5d

where n1
total and n2

total are the densities of optically excited
QDs from the total dot densitiesn1

total andn2
total measured by

STM in the seed and second layers, respectively.
Measuring the transient PL for the seed layer at the

maximum of the emission band of SQDs and taking into
account the independently determinedtR1=tR1

ref and s1−ad
values we can calculate thetT value for all of the samples
under investigation and uncover the relationtT= fsdspd. It is
worth noting that the procedure developed here for determin-
ing tT from the transient PL data givestT values that
are substantially different from those cited in bilayer
experiments that do not account for the contribution from
noncorrelated QDs.4,12,19

Using the determined values oftT, tR1, and takingtR2 as
a fitting parameter for the experimentally measured tran-
sients for LQDsfsee Fig. 4sadg, the relaxation timetR2 is
calculated. The result is particularly interesting for the
dsp=30 ML sample where the contribution of the noncorre-
lated LQDs is negligibly small.

PossessingtT, tR1, and tR2 for all samples we can now
calculate the dependence ofILQD/ ISQD on the excitation den-
sity and compare with the result from the cw measurements.
Equationss2d show good agreement with the experimental
datafFig. 2sbdg, especially if one considers that the experi-
mental accuracy in determining the SQDs PL is limited at

low excitation densities by poor PL signal-to-noise ratio and
by the asymmetric high energy tail of the LQDs emission.

We have also analyzedtT as a function ofdsp from
the transient PL spectroscopy data. This dependence,
shown in Fig. 5 on a semilogarithmic scale, can be fitted
using a straight line and follows a simple expression for
the tunneling time for barrier penetration assuming a square
barrier fsemiclassic Wentzel-Kramers-BrillouinsWKBd
approximation developed for tunneling processes in coupled
QWsg:

tT ~ expf2dsp
Îs2m* /"2dsV − Esndg. s6d

Here m* is the effective mass in the spacer layer,V is the
band discontinuity of the conduction band, andEsn is the
lowest confinement energy level in SQD energy. The as-
sumption of a square barrier is most difficult for smalldsp,
since indium segregation during the capping phase will pro-
duce a spacer with an InGaAs alloy composition rather than
GaAs. This would decrease the height of the barrier and the
effective mass, both of which will decreasetT. Although In

FIG. 5. sad Tunneling time sopen circlesd deduced from the
SQD’s PL transient as a function of barrier width. The solid line is
fitted to tunneling times by the least-square method. The data of
tunneling times for the similar AQDP systemssclosed triangles:
Ref. 4; stars: Ref. 12d estimated from cw PL measurements are
shown.sbd Comparison of nonresonant electron tunneling times as a
function of the effective barrier width observed in
Al xGa1−xAs/GaAs ADQWs sclosed squares: Ref. 20; open tri-
angles: Ref. 21d, the InAlAs/GaAs/ InAs AQDPsclosed circles:
Ref. 19d together with our datasopen circlesd. Dotted lines are
guides for the eye.
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segregation is expected during GaAs capping, its amplitude
will not be significant for InAs deposition at 500 °C and a
GaAs capping rate of 1.0 ML/s. In fact, a sharp interface
between InAs QDs and GaAs barriers under these growth
conditions is often assumed in order to achieve reasonable
agreement between calculations and optical
characterizations.4

The dependence shown in Fig. 5 supports a model for the
observed dependence oftT on dsp that is based on carrier
tunneling. Naturally one would consider this as nonresonant
tunneling since neither the electron nor the hole energy lev-
els in the SQDs and the LQDs are aligned. According to the
WKB approximation one can refer to the greater propensity
for electrons to tunnel compared with holes due to the large
difference in their effective masses. Equations6d predicts
that for adsp of about 8 nm the tunneling time for the holes
is more than three orders of magnitude larger than that of the
electrons. In the PL experiments, since carriers with a shorter
lifetime govern the decay time, the experimentally observed
tT should be attributed to electron tunneling. In the same Fig.
5sad, the values oftT versus dsp are shown for similar
InAs/GaAs AQDPs estimated from the ratio of the inte-
grated cw PL intensities of SQDs and LQDs, assuming equal
ratio of the excitation rates for both QD layers, as reported in
Refs. 4 and 12. The difference in the obtained values oftT
between our data and the data in Refs. 4 and 12 might be
caused by several reasons: First, the difference in radiative
lifetime tR1

ref for the single layer samples, which were used as
tR1 of the seed layers1400 ps in our sample in comparison
with 600 ps in Ref. 4 and 500 ps in Ref. 4d. Second, the
reduced accuracy of the integrated PL intensity from the
SQDs for small values ofdsp used in Refs. 4 and 12. Third,
the contribution of the noncorrelated QDs is not taken into
account in Refs. 4, 12, and 19, which would lead to an over-
estimation of the true tunneling timetT. Fourth, comparing
our results with Refs. 4 and 12 we can expect some differ-
ence due to a difference in growth conditions. While the size
of the QDs in Ref. 4 are similar to that reported here, the
QDs are grown at lower growth rates in Ref. 12 and are
significantly larger.

A comparison with InAlAs/GaAs/ InAs AQDPs19 as
well as AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs ADQWs,20,21 in which electron
tunneling was observed, is displayed in Fig. 5sbd. Measured
values of tT are plotted as a function of the quantity
D=dspÎs2m* /"2dsV−Esnd in order to account for the differ-
ent structure parameters in InAs, GaAs, and AlInAs. For our
structure we used the value of the energy differenceV−Esn
between the electron ground state in SQD and the GaAs
conduction-band edge to be about 110 meV following the
data in Ref. 22. An important comment should be made on
the mechanisms underlying inter-dot carrier transfer. In con-
trast to the ADQW structures, the vertically aligned AQDPs
three-dimensional shape of the InAs dots makes the defini-
tion of dsp somewhat difficult. The uniformity of the dots
leads to statistical variationssespecially in the case of weakly
correlated QD pairsd which requires us to introduce an effec-
tive tunnel barrier thicknessdsp

ef f defined as the average dis-
tance between the top of QDs in the seed layer and the bot-
tom of the second layer. So in presenting our data in Fig.
5sbd we useddsp

ef f by taking into account the average dot

height of,4 nm determined from STM images of uncapped
single layer 1.8 ML samples.23

As can be seen in Fig. 5sbd, the transient data for the
InAlAs/GaAs/ InAs AQDP19 sthe only electron tunneling
time tT directly measured in AQDP to our knowledged and
the ADQW20,21 sone of the several transient measurements
with similar resultsd indicate a difference in tunneling time
by one order-of-magnitude.sOur data revise the results of
Ref. 19 over an even broader range ofdsp

ef f.d The origin for
this difference is not well-understood. One explanation19 is
that a longitudinal optical phonon assists the electron tunnel-
ing and, therefore, results in a phonon bottleneck for the
AQDP. Here we suggest an alternative explanation. For
ADQWs the tunneling rate must be calculated over a signifi-
cant number of final degenerated and nearly degenerated
states while for AQDPs the final state is well-defined. This
alone could explain the longer tunneling time for the AQDP
and is consistent with the fact that in our experiments the
tunneling time was insensitive to the energy mismatch be-
tween the SQDs and the LQDs.

Let us turn to a discussion of the underlying tunnel
mechanisms. The tunneling is logically considered nonreso-
nant tunneling, since electronssholesd are clearly localized in
both the SQDs and LQDs and their corresponding energy
levels are not aligned significantly. In principle it could be
that both the separate transfer of electronssholesd and the
actual transfer of excitons play a role. Since the energy sepa-
rations between excited states and ground states of the QDs
are larges,70 meVd, nonresonant tunneling by emission of
optical phonons rather than acoustical phonons takes place.
Our data gives evidence of electron transfer, while the tun-
neling time of heavy holes is estimated to be at least one
order of magnitude larger than that of electrons due to the
larger effective mass. This electron transfer can be inter-
preted in terms of a transfer from a directXe1hh1

into an
indirect “cross” exciton stateXe2hh1

sin real spaced, where an
electron is located in thee2 state of LQDs. Meanwhile, the
heavy hole occupies thehh1 state of SQDs. However, the
low recombination effectiveness, as well as the substantially
longer transfer time for the hole, efficiently suppresses PL
from the indirect exciton state. One would expect rapid re-
laxation of theXe1hh1

exciton into the directXe2hh2
exciton

due to the Coulomb potential that is attracting the hole into
LQDs state. This is the case for a comparatively thin barrier.
In our case the charged carriers attract carriers of the oppo-
site sign more efficiently in their corresponding layers, thus
creating a new pair of direct excitons placed in adjacent lay-
ers. These excitons are taken into account by the third term
in Eqs. s1d. Appearance of an exciton in the LQD of the
second layer makes the probability of tunneling of an addi-
tional electron from SQD significantly smaller, thus for a
moment decoupling the AQDP. This process is taken into
account by the second term in Eqs.s1d. Together, this simple
microscopic model is in a good agreement with the experi-
mental data both for the cw PL data and for the time-resolved
PL and does a good job describing the real physical picture
in the bilayer system of coupled QDs.

Analyzing the experimental results above, we assumed
tacitly that the carriers from the SQDs tunnel immediately
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into the ground states of the LQDs thus neglecting the role of
the LQDs excited states in the carrier kinetics. However, the
energy separation between the ground states of the SQDs and
the LQDs exceeds significantly the energy separation be-
tween the excited states of LQDs and the ground states of
SQDs resulting, in turn, in the predominant carrier tunneling
into the excited states of LQDsfFig. 1sbdg. In what way
could available LQDs excited states modify the description
of carrier transfer given above? In order to clarify this situ-
ation we modified our model to include the possibility for
tunneling into the excited state of LQDs. Thus the rate Eqs.
s1d now take the form:

dn1std
dt

= −
n1std
tR1

−
n1stdfN2 − n2stdg

N2tT
−

n1stdfN2
exc− n2

excstdg
N2

exctT
exc

+ G1fN1 − n1stdg/N1,

dn2
excstd
dt

= −
n2

excstd
tR2

exc −
n2

excstdfN2 − n2stdg
N2t2

int

+
n1stdfN2

exc− n2
excstdg

N2
exctT

exc + G2
excfN2

exc− n2
excstdg/N2

exc,

dn2std
dt

= −
n2std
tR2

+
n1stdfN2 − n2stdg

N2tT
+

n2
excstdfN2 − n2stdg

N2t2
int

+ G2fN2 − n2stdg/N2, s7d

wheren2
excstd represents the carrier density at timet in the

excited energy levels of the LQDs andN2
exc is the total den-

sity of first excited statessgenerally degenerated in LQDs
that are coupled to SQDs in the AQDPs. The third term of
the first equation in Eqs.s7d describes the carrier transfer
from the ground states of SQDs to the excited states of LQDs
due to tunnelingtT

exc. The factorfN2
exc−n2

excstdg /N2
exc defines

the fraction of unoccupied excited states of LQDs, which are
available for tunneling from the ground states of the SQDs
within the AQDP. The middle equation of Eqs.s7d describes
the population change in the excited states of the LQDs.
Here the radiative lifetime of the excited state is defined as
tR2

exc, while t2
int is the time of interlevel relaxation in the LQDs

due to carrier relaxation from the excited states to the ground
states of the LQDs.G2

exc is the carrier generation rate in the
excited states of the LQDs. The set of Eqs.s7d also takes into
account the state filling in the excited and ground states of
the LQDs as well as the ground state of the SQDs. For the
case of low excitation densities

n2 ! N2, n2
exc! N2

exc, andn1 ! N1, s8d

corresponding to the experimental conditions, Eqs.s7d re-
duce to

dn1std
dt

= − S 1

tR1
+

1

tT
+

1

tT
excDn1std + G1,

dn2
excstd
dt

= − S 1

tR2
exc +

1

t2
intDn2

excstd +
1

tT
excn1std + G2

exc,

dn2std
dt

= −
n2std
tR2

+
n1std

tT
+

n2
excstd
t2

int + G2. s9d

Let us assume a reasonable conditiontR2<tR2
exc and add

second and third equations in Eq.s9d. In this case the set of
Eqs.s9d reduces again to the simple three-level model

dn1std
dt

= − S 1

tR1
+

1

tT
ef fDn1std + G1,

dñ2std
dt

= −
ñ2std
tR2

+ n1stdS 1

tT
exc +

1

t2
intD + G̃2, s10d

with effective parameterstT
ef f=tTtT

exc/ stT+tT
excd and G̃2=G2

+G2
exc describing the change of total population of LQDs

ñ2std=n2std+n2
excstd. In this case tunneling parametertT

ef f de-
scribes the carrier transfer from SQDs to LQDs indepen-
dently, in what LQDs state does carrier occur finally: ground
or excited. Such transfer corresponds to formulas6d where
no LQDs final state figures after tunneling, but only the
SQDs initial state. However, even if a carrier occurs in the
LQDs excited state after tunneling from the SQDs ground
state it relaxes to the LQDs ground state due to rapid inter-
level relaxation in LQDs,t2

int!tR2
exc.17 Thus on the time scale

,100 ps the effective parameters are determined in our ex-
periments. Under the restrictions implied by the inequalities
s8d the three-level model of Eq.s1d adequately describes the
AQDPs as independent of the excited states and state degen-
eracy in a QD. We resume that our analysis correctly repro-
duces the interlayer carrier transfer in bilayer asymmetric
InAs/GaAs quantum dots.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the tunneling processes in InAs/GaAs
AQDPs were investigated by means of both steady state and
time-resolved PL. The dependence of the tunneling time on
the thickness of the separation layer is determined. Control-
ling the spacer thickness within the limits imposed for no-
ticeable vertical correlation it has been possible to tune the
carrier dynamics in the SQDs within wide limits from
,2500 ps for 60 ML down to,250 ps for the 30 ML GaAs
spacer sample. Analysis of the experimental data is per-
formed in terms of rate equations taking into account the
peculiarities of the tunneling transfer in the system of
AQDPs. It has been shown that it is important to account for
the contribution of noncorrelated QDs both in the second
layer and in the seed layer of bilayer InAs/GaAs QDs struc-
ture for an accurate estimate oftT. The dependence of the
tunneling times on the barrier thicknesses is in good agree-
ment with the behavior of the tunneling time for barrier pen-
etration calculated in the WKB approximation developed for
tunneling processes in coupled QWs. The deduced depen-
dencetTsdspd has been compared with the analogous func-
tions obtained for similar AQDPs and ADQWs systems pro-
vided that different barrier heights and effective masses are
properly taken into account. The data support a proposed
microscopic model of tunneling including the nonresonant
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electron transfer from a direct into a cross exciton state, with
subsequent generation of two direct excitons in adjacent QDs
layers. This process temporarily blocks the tunneling in the
AQDPs leading to a saturation of the tunneling channel and
enhancement of the SQDs PL signal.
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